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An Assessment of the Potential of Global 
Position System Technology for Mapping Farm 

National Grid Coordinates 

R. F. Hammond 

Introduction 
The development of geographical information 
and global positioning systems (GPS), 
technology was primarily oriented to military 
application. Battle planning requires advanced 
knowledge of place location and terrain before 
committing personnel and military hardware. 

This technology has now been developed for 
civilian uses and is becoming more familiar to us 
through its use for mapping and place location, 
e.g. Ordnance Survey, European Union 
agricultural set-a-side, the development of 
marketing strategies from computerised data 
collection and yacht navigation. 

The application of global position technology to 
mapping farm location is not unrealistic. 
Equipment has now been developed which is 
user-friendly, easily portable, and depending on 
the accuracy required, realistically priced. The 
option for the use of this type of technology is 
considered against the following backgrmmd. 
Since 1990 there has been an ongoing 
programme within the Tuberculosis Investigation 
Unit and the Eradication of Animal Diseases 
Board to develop Geographical Information 
System (GIS) technology to map bovine 
tuberculosis and brucellosis restricted herds. 
District Veterinary Offices (DVO) record 
national grid coordinates and herd details for the 
restricted farms. This location data together 
with the herd details can be copied at source to 
diskettes and transferred to the Tuberculosis 
Investigation Unit to produce map output using 
GIS technology. 

This type of data will help in the analysis of 
disease factors and assist management to contain 
disease spread, if any, at least-cost and 
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effectiveness. This is especially true in the case 
of outbreaks of epizootic diseases, e.g. foot and 
mouth disease which can be spread rapidly by 
wind and via fomites. A rapid location of the 
farm and its relation to neighbours and down 
wind spread could be vital at such a time. 
Furthermore, over time and in association with 
location and epidemiological data, the 
disease/time/space relationships of bovine 
tuberculosis between herds can be analyzed using 
GIS technology. 

The DVO mapping system operates through field 
officers using hardcopy six-inch to one- mile 
maps (1: 10,560 series) to locate the farms. Map 
coordinates are read off and entered into the 
DVO computer transformation programme 
which calculates the National Grid coordinates 
for each farm. This procedure requires map 
reading skills and an intimate knowledge of the 
area so that field staff can relate accurately to the 
map. 

Difficulties can arise in reading maps i.e. relating 
field shapes and positions to the ground.With 
these practicalities in mind, the use of easily 
operated, robust, high technical specification 
equipment to record location in the field can 
have certain advantages over the reading of a 
paper map. 

Equipment and Methodology 
The Tuberculosis Investigation Unit embarked on 
a pilot project to test the hypothesis that GPS 
technology could be used as an accurate means 
of mapping farm locations. Following a visit to 
the Ordnance Survey contact was made with 
Survey Instrument Services who are agents for 
Trimble Global Position System technology. 
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Through the auspices of Survey Instrument 
Services two hand-held instruments were made 
available on loan for field testing. 

Initially a hand held Trimble ENSIGN unit with 
built-in aerial was used in the field. Known 
locations were referenced against the field sheet 
and position data was recorded by hand from the 
Ensign liquid crystal display screen. Ten points 
were recorded for each location. Ground 
position was changed by approximately 1 OOm at 
the minimum; the maximum range was 
unlimited. The data are logged in World Grid 
System (WGS84) latitude and longitude. The 
data recorded in this manner requires manual 
entry into the computer for post-processing by 
software using the Airy Modified System to 
convert to National Grid coordinates. 

Similarly a second series of tests were carried 
out using the GPS Pathfinder Basic Series 
(backpack equipment). This is supplied with an 
external aerial and powered with rechargeable 
battery packs and/or converter to use a cigarette 
lighter point, allowing full mobility either by 
foot or vehicle in the field to locate points. The 
equipment allowed data storage for up to 999 
points, obviating the use of a notebook. Data 
recorded in this manner can then be streamed to 
a desk top computer and post-processed as 
described previously. More sophisticated models 
in this series have data base capability where 
attribute data for the points visited can also be 
captured for entry into GIS software at a later 
date in the office. 

The concluding field test revisited previous 
sites using higher specification equipment that 
could determine points in a differential manner. 
A field base station was established using 
Ordnance Survey (OS) reference data to 
overcome the Selective Availability factor. This 
is a "fudge factor" operated by the U.S.A. 
Department of Defence which limits accuracy to 
1 OOm for 95 per cent of the readings taken in 
autonomous mode (Gilbert, 1994). These new 
points were post-pr~sed along with those 
previously registereci and are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. 
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Figure 1 shows an Arclnfo coverage, digitised 
from 1 :2,500 scale maps of a field area in 
County Kildare, illustrating the location of 
sample points. Two circles of known radii (15 -
25m) were gencrated around node points 
(corners of fields, road intersections). Selected 
field locations were within 3 - 5 m of these 
digitised points. The symbols illustrate the 
positions determined from 

Figure!. Location of sample points. Symbol 
definitions in text. 

Global Position Satellite (Ensign (1), Pathfinder 
( o) and Differential ( r8I) DVO transformation ( 0) 
and the reference standard Ordnance Survey 
Raster Grid ( *) points. 

A spread of points around the standard position 
defined by the Ordnance Survey Raster Grid 
point is shown in Figure 2. Position 
discrepancies arise from a number of sources. 
Firstly, with the Nixdorf transformation, the 
methodology used to obtain national grid 
coordinate values from the six-inch sheet for 
transformation employs a perspex romer grid 
placed over the map sheet and six-inch X, Y 
coordinates are read off. They are then inputted 
to the computer for transformation, using 
Ordnance Survey formulae. Errors in the 
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computed position can arise from the positioning 
of the grid over the map, parallax, estimation 
errors in reading the secondary romer grid 
employed and, also, variations in sheet size of 
the map. A millimetre on a six-inch sheet equals 
10.5 m on the ground and as map sheet sizes can 
vary by as ·much as 2 - 3 mm. this means a 
potential variations of between 20 - 30 metres. 

Discmsion and Conclmiom 
The minimal degree of accuracy required in the 
mapping of fann location should ensure that the 
recorded point is within the fann boundary. 
Establishing the position of the fann on the map 
can lead to problems, for example, through field 
boundary changes and/or lack of experience of 
reading a map. 

Table 1. Distance in metres between the reference Ordnance Swvey Raster data and the 
Nixdorf and GPS teclmologies 

Autonomous Mode Differential Mode 
Raster - ID Nixdorf Ensign Pathfinder Trimble 

11416 34.79 43.08 96.06 1.47 
11417 30.08 55.73 150.15 10.78 
11418 30.41 47.01 311.24 9.45 
11419 41.23 32.76 122.02 10.81 
11420 15.23 7.81 566.47 8.00 
11421 21.40 421.58 
11422 23.43 249.10 

c;~ 
~ ri---- -"T ---- - -

1 ~ --,, ----- - -

Figure 2. Variations in point locations for the 
different methods centred on O.S. Raster data. 

t Ensign o Pathfinder ~ Differential 
0 DVO transformation * O.S. Raster 
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48.75 6.89 
70.21 4.40 

The concept of the GPS technology removes this 
complication in that the fanner indicates his 
property in the field, the button on the equipment 
is then pressed and the location recorded.At this 
point we have to define the accuracy of the 
operation. Does the GPS equipment meet the 
requirements of minimum mapping?. A definition 
of the minimum requirement has to relate to the 
area of the smallest field that could constitute an 
area where stock are kept. If we consider an area 
of 4047 sq. m (1 acre) and define our accuracy 
to be within a radius of 15 -25m (1414 - 5655 sq 
m.), then at an accuracy of 15m it is possible to 
locate position within a 0.14 ha paddock 
equivalent to 1/3 acre. Therefore, when using 
GPS equipment to this accuracy, the operators 
required position is at least l 5m inside the 
hedge boundary. 

The accuracy of GPS equipment depends on 
whether the equipment is being operated in an 
autonomous or differential mode. In autonomous 
mode, position determination can be influenced 
by many factors, e.g. atmospheric and 
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ionospheric conditions and by satellite clock and 
orbital errors (Gilbert, 1994) By far the most 
serious discrepancy arises from the application of 
Selective Availability. If this was not in force 
the day-to-day civilian uses of OPS would be 
accurate to 10 -15 m. The use of differential 
mode ensures that this "fudge factor" is negated 
and accuracies to the sub-metre level can be 
attained. 

Figure 2, enlarged from Figure 1, and 
accompanying data in Table 1 are examples of 
the level of accuracy when using the Ordnance 
SUIVey Raster data as the reference standard. 
This illustrates that the variation for the DVO 
system is in line with the error factors discussed 
previously, with an accuracy of up to 15 m and 
close to the 25 m radius. Error levels can, 
however, be somewhat greater in other locations 
(Table 1). The autonomous (Ensign and 
Pathfinder) methods are both outside the 
tolerance levels set, whilst the Trimble 
differential method is clearly within I 0 metres of 
the reference point. 
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The Trimble differential method shows a good 
correlation to the reference standard (OS Raster) 
the DVO methodology within the bounds of the 
errors that can arise, see above, and the OPS 
operating in autonomous mode being the most 
variable and inconsistent as outlined by Gilbert 
(1994). 

In conclusion, the benefits of using OPS 
technology is a balance between cost, increased 
accuracy and efficiency in a mapping 
programme that can be used in the future for 
determining and recording the location of all 
herds, rather than restricted herds as at present. 
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